DOUBLE ACT

Welcome to
our clash pad
Should you hang contemporary paintings on
candy-pink walls? Absolutely, say interior
designer Rachel Chudley and gallerist
Victoria Williams. By Victoria Woodcock
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he National Gallery doesn’t want them. The
Musée d’Orsay did away with them in 2011.
And when MoMA opened its renovated
gallery spaces last year it followed suit,
transforming its standard Super White
walls with bluish-tinged Cabbage White,
Sulking Room Pink and deep-blue Serge
(among other hues) from Farrow & Ball. “It’s no longer
taken for granted that you need a white wall to pay
reverence to an artwork,” says interior designer Rachel
Chudley, whose projects are typically laden with colour
and dotted with contemporary artworks – often sourced
through her friend and collaborator Victoria Williams, the
director of London’s Cob Gallery.
“An abstract painting inspired the entire colour
scheme of this room,” says Williams of a room in the
Highgate home of photographer Lucy Tudhope and her
music producer husband Adam – one of Chudley’s latest
projects. “Rachel worked with specialist paint-maker
Donald Kaufman [who is also, conveniently, her fatherin‑law] to create the bespoke
“I NTERIORS AND wall colours.”
The painting in question is by
ART SHOULD
Joseph Goody, one of the emerging
BOTH BE
artists represented by Cob, whose
AN EXTENSION work Chudley has in her own home.
In the Highgate house, two of his
OF YOUR
colourful explorations of shape and
PERSONALITY” form hang against cornflower-blue
in the hallway, while a larger work
dominates the dining area, its subtly two-tone pistachio
and pale-pink walls offset with a pop of sea green on the
skirting boards. “We created the three different colours to
work with the painting,” says Chudley of the space, which
features a vast antique Irish farmhouse table, a brass-inlaid
concrete floor and sweeping hand-dyed linen curtains in a
dusky rose ombre. “The colours all reference the artwork
without mimicking them,” she adds.
Other Cob gallery artists make an appearance in the
house. A picture from Jason Shulman’s chromatic
Photographs of Films series – created by setting the
exposure time on his camera to capture the entire length
of a film in one image – stands out against a whimsical
Melissa White for Zoffany wallpaper in the living room.

Victoria Williams (far left) and
Rachel Chudley in the hallway
of one of Chudley’s recent
projects in Highgate, with two
works by Joseph Goody (both
Untitled) hung against walls
of custom-mixed paint

In the main bedroom, the colours of Lorena Lohr’s stylised
photographs of Florida dissolve into the pale-pink walls.
“Art should be an extension of your personality,
as should your interior. The two have a symbiotic
relationship,” Williams says.
The latter could also be said of Williams and Chudley,
who refer to each other throughout most of our
conversation as “Nutty” and “Chud”. “We met in our early
20s through a mutual friend, the playwright Polly Stenham,
whom I went to university with,” says Williams. “Back then
we all lived together in Polly’s house.” In 2011, Williams
and Stenham established Cob Gallery as an artist-led
project space, which included pop-ups of Guts For Garters,
the former Camden art-meets-design-meets-fashion store
that Chudley set up with her friend Cassie Beadle – now
the curator at Cob. The same year, the duo showed an
exhibition titled Anatomy Dinner, which featured paintings

Top left: Photographs of Films: Wizard of Oz (1939), 2016, by Jason
Shulman, set against wallpaper by Melissa White for Zoffany.
Above: Untitled, 2018, by Lorena Lohr
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